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01. Overview

In modern society, information is positioned as a very important element in human life. In the past,
information has been monopolized by specific people. However, as the Internet became a popular & new
way of information distribution, this particular group's monopoly position has disappeared. Hereafter,
anyone was able to publicize their opinions and arguments widely in the Internet media and the modern
era has entered the hyper-information era. Recently, the paradigm of the 4th Industrial Revolution has
been highly developed, creating an usher in the era of hyper-connection based on technologies such as
blockchain, artificial intelligence, big data, and the Internet of Things(IoT). This is characterized by what is
being made. This means that traditional industrial activities are rapidly shifting from offline to online.
This means that accurate information in these times, acts as an important factor that must play an
important role in the society.

People have different ideas and different ideologies. Therefore, there are various opinions on each issue.
This is extremely natural and normal. But the problem lies elsewhere. People distorts facts to justify their
claims. This distortion of facts misleads an event that did not occur like it did happen, or turns it into a
speculative event. This misinformation is transmitted to many people through the Internet and additional
piece of information is added and distorts the actual facts. People don't receive the right information but
rather start to believe distorted misinformation that they prefer to believe instead of seeking for the truth.

It is the media that has the responsibility to straighten this distorted truth through accurate news articles.
However, with the advent of the Internet, small sized media were created. These specialized media are
creating unique articles in particular fields which the news can be very interesting to the experts but tend
not to be popular with the general public. Therefore, their advertising orders are not enough to continue
their work. In order to support these specialized small media, government support or charitable support
from large corporations is essential. However, there are not many specialized small media outlets that
produce news with government support or corporate support.
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01. Overview

Faced with these problems, we are creating an ecosystem of specialized small media companies, and
furthermore, bring together these companies in each field to create a single platform. Through this
ecosystem, we want to increase subscribers and form a platform where professional media and
subscribers can earn profits at the same time. News-specialized platforms generate revenue through
subscribers' consumption of articles from specialized media. In addition, whenever a subscriber
consumes an article, it is regarded as effort provision and generates revenue for the consumer as
well. These financial resources are formed through advertisers. And from the advertiser's point of
view, very satisfactory advertising results can be achieved.

This is because the advertisement influence is maximized by matching the advertisement with the
specialized article. For example, when sending articles related to colds during the changing season,
advertisements for health food related to colds are linked simultaneously. Then, the advertiser's
influence to the society is maximized because the subscriber sees the related advertisement at the
same time as they read the article. When this type of advertisement linkage is activated and there
are many advertisements in the Internet, all media companies can no longer write low-quality or
fake articles. The reason is that in the case of low-quality advertisements, the exposure rate of these
articles will decrease. As a result, the quality of the article will be improved and a eco-system is
formed in which subscribers can mostly receive high-quality contents.

Based on these news, our platform will not only advance into various countries through partnerships
with a number of domestic and overseas media companies but also establish itself as a cooperative
partner. In addition, the goal is to establish an ecosystem that can be used in news, advertisements,
and linked shopping malls by issuing QN tokens as a medium for transactions with them. And the
eco-system will let people come into contact with overseas platforms include the participation of
media companies and shopping malls in each country where anyone can easily access high-quality
global news and products from the shopping mall.
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02. Mission

We believe QNN24 can provide a new healthy ecosystem that news contents and subscribers will
create together. Through this, QNN24 will provide innovative solutions for media, advertising, and
shopping malls beyond the existing advertising system.

①News provider's content must not be released without accurate fact-checking. Therefore, it
will very difficult to produce these contents. In reality, costs are being used to produce high
quality contents. Unlike major media companies with huge financial resources, internet small
media companies that produce high-quality contents does not have the infra to bear the costs. To
solve this issue, we created an eco-system that provides a platform and the media provides the
contents in it. Media providers are paid a fee according to the number of times subscribers read
the articles. This helps content producers to make their best efforts to produce high quality
contents.

② Platform provider, the company induces users to read the news contents through the platform.
Through this, it helps them to get in contact with accurate information and grows into a platform
that is created together with the consumers. In addition, various contents that users consume on
the platform can generate revenue for users.

③ Platform Users obtain accurate information by reading high-quality news content. In addition
to this, income is generated through the activity of consuming contents. This is because we
defined the act of consuming contents as labor. Income generated through such labor can be
received by designating local currency (gift certificate), cash, and corresponding tokens as
stipulated by the company. In particular, tokens can be exchanged for merchandises on the listed
market in the same form as stocks that change according to the market price.

④ Advertising companies can trust the companies that want advertisements through this
platform. This is because advertisements are displayed in contents in conjunction with the articles
provided to us. For example, an advertisement introducing a hospital at the bottom of a medicalrelated article has a connection with the article. In addition, it is because advertisements related
to health food are displayed in conjunction with health-related articles that are appropriate to the
situation at the time. Moreover, our tokens can be used to publish advertising articles on other
media companies affiliated with our company.

⑤ Other content creation will provide another revenue growing system to the users through
continuous contents partnership for user convenience and be rewarded in QNN tokens. Through
this system, we create an institutional system that can maximize users' profits by utilizing various
contents.

03. Brand Identity

QNN24 is an abbreviation of Quality News Network and is a name developed with the vision of
a global media platform that provides quality news to people around the world 24 hours a day,
anywhere.
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Vision slogan
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The symbol mark of QNN24 is based on the spirit of 'Noblesse Oblige' to deliver a vision based on
a global touching brand strategy to become a luxurious and special symbol, aiming for a news
platform that protects moral obligations and responsibilities corresponding to social status.
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04. QNN24 Platform
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• Transmitting specialized news for each field through partnership with domestic
specialized media companies
• A platform where consumer clicks on articles are directly related to revenue generation.
• Maximize advertising effectiveness by sending advertisements linked to professional articles.

• Alliance Advertising: Provides corporate image & product advertisement
• Article Advertisement: Provides advertisement of company interview and product
description through news article
• Merchant Advertisement: Advertisement provided through affiliate system configuration
through partnership with small business owners

SUBSCRIBER
SYSTEM

• 100% free for all subscription and platform related fees.
• Expansion of revenue generation from platform activities
(reading news, content usage, using shopping malls, etc.).
• Exchange news and opinions with related experts through communities with members.

SHOPPING
SERVICE

• Direct connection with producers and closed marketplaces provided to subscribers
• Possible to use the points acquired through subscription activities to purchase goods
that can be used individually.
• Points are shared according to the rules of the platform in accordance with the
regulations of the sold product.

FRANCHISE
SERVICE

• Possible for payments of online and offline affiliated merchants where points and coins
are used.
• Payment can also be done by convenient QR codes, credit card in stores, and POS.
• Possible for payments on affiliated platforms such as ordering apps and shopping malls.

QNN
CARD

COIN
BUY & SELL

• Maximize usability through the issuance of actual cards by applying the Global Standard
credit card system.
• Convenient practical use of QNN membership card or QNN affiliate credit & debit card.
• Guaranteed global currency exchangeability through convenient deposit and
withdrawal and point exchange.

• Coins can be exchanged, sold, or purchased through cryptocurrency exchanges.
• Coins and actual commercial points will be 1:1 matched
• Available 24 hours a day, 365 days a year both online and offline.

05. Why QNN24 Platform

01 Media side

Our company aims to transmit high-quality articles written by various experts through
partnerships with specialized media companies among Korean media companies. Due to the
circumstances of Korean media companies, it takes a lot of money for coverage, but it is more
difficult to finance the coverage. We are a platform created to improve these poor conditions.

• Reporting expenses can be covered by sending news to the platform.
• Revenue generation is possible by sending advertisement articles to the platform.
• You can trade QNN coins through the company site and exchanges by receiving them as
advertising fees.
• There is a market formed where QNN Coin users can request ads.
• React through the platform’s legal team support in case of legal action.

02 Advertiser’s side

Our platform applies an optimal advertising system that meets the needs of advertisers. Clients
can enjoy the effect of maximizing advertisements by sending advertisements in conjunction
with related articles. In addition, in the case of advertisement articles that are not permitted on
other portals, advertisements can be still sent through our affiliated media. However,
advertisements not allowed by the Media Arbitration Committee due to ethic issues, may not be
possible to be sent due to legal circumstances.

• Can send advertisements at a low price by purchasing QNN Coins from the exchange.
• Detailed publicity is possible to consumers through advertisement articles that cannot be
transmitted by existing media outlets.
• Holding QNN Coin has the possibilities of becoming a valuable asset.
• Platform subscribers publish news on their various social media to earn points.
• A secondary publicity effect occurs through the subscriber community.

05. Why QNN24 Platform

03 Subscriber side

The world’s first platform that provides revenue to our subscribers through using the
platform. Under the condition that subscription is free and does not require any money to
maintain the membership, it provides revenue. We stipulate that the use of the platform
works with labor provided by the subscribers. Therefore, the eco-system has a rule in which
labor is provided through the use of the platform, the reward is provided accordingly.
• People can earn money just by reading the news through the platform.
• High-quality articles covers content by professional media outlets.
• Possible to exchange into local currency (gift certificate), cash, and QNN coin through points
circulating on the platform.
• Coin economy is revitalized through regional currency and common sense and knowledge
are raised through high quality news articles.
• Points rewarded from the platform can be used for paid content and shopping malls.

04 Shopping mall side

The platform provides shopping contents with the points earned through the subscriber's labor.
It creates the effect like purchasing products for free. As a result, the number of purchases
increases according to the number of user increase. In addition, according to our shopping mall
platform system, consumers' opinions can be heard through product experience evaluation. In
addition, the points transferred to the company's shopping points can contribute to the
increase of small & medium-sized business product consumption by allowing members to
purchase products designated by the company.

• Cheaper prices than the market price through a shopping mall structure that is directly
linked with producers.
• Enforcement of policies to activate publicity through our coin from the point of view of store
owners.
• Maximize profits with points according to platform regulations by minimizing the margins of
the platform operation.
• Possible to designate products that can be purchased with SME affiliated product platform
shopping points.
• Promotion of purchase desire through various events (Free bargain, Time sales, first-comefirst-purchase, etc.)

05. Why QNN24 Platform

05 Merchant side
Can be easily and quickly registered into the platform with QNN Coin without initial
difficulty and because of the convenient use of the ecosystem linked with the exchange,
from affiliate stores to delivery stores, shopping malls, it provides a positive effect to
universal real-life services, and is also ultimately expected to contribute the value
of the coin.
.

06 Credit card user's side

With the world-standard credit card system applied to the QNN card, it is easy to convert
coins into points and withdraw converted points into cash, making it easier for customers
with coins to engage in various financial activities.

07 Coin purchaser side
The platform itself is equipped with a system that allows you to exchange, sell, and
buy various coins, supporting purchase 24 hours a day without using a separate
on-line coin exchange.

07. QNN24 Platform Operation Diagram
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08. QNN24 Platform Detail

01 Media company
1. Affiliated media companies receive payment in QNN tokens when advertisement
orders are obtained
2. Can request QNN token cash exchange to our company or proceed with the sale
through the exchange.
3. Assets can be increased by holding QNN tokens.
4. Points are awarded according to the number of clicks on articles sent to the
platform.

02 Advertisers and media
1. Purchase QNN tokens from the exchange and advertise through articles linked
to affiliated media companies.
2. Affiliated media companies can transmit advertisement articles that was not
processed on the existing portals
3. Assets can be increased by holding QNN tokens.
4. Advertisements have opportunities to promote overseas and enter the global
market through the platform's global exposure.

03 Subscribers
1. Points can be exchanged into tokens that are awarded through activities on
the platform.
2. Points can be used in shopping malls and can be used to pay for charged contents
3. Exchanged tokens can be converted into cash through exchanges or assets can be
held with coins.
4. As the number of recommenders increases, unlimited revenue will occur.

04 Shopping malls
1. Producers can pay the prescribed QNN token to the platform and then enter
into the shopping mall. (Collateral to guarantee risk according to consumer
protection regulations. Proliferation of property is possible when token price
rises)
2. Payment is made on the platform with QNN tokens for advertisements or
stronger exposure on the platform to accelerate more sales.
3. For oversea market entrance, products are exposed to global users to maximize
sales results.
4. Maximize purchasing power by using points acquired by subscribers.

09. Issuance and Distribution

1. QNN Coin is the first media coin in South Korea.
2. QNN Coin is a Tron-based TRON 2.0 coin issued by the QNN Foundation.
3. The total number of coins to be issued is 10 Million coins. 3 Million coins(30%) are for
system circulation, 1 Million will be used for promotion and development, and 1 Million
will be allocated to advisers.
4. When 10 Million issuance is completed, no more coins are planned to be issued to maintain
the value.
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09. Issuance and Distribution

QNN Coin is a token built based on TRON 2.0.

- Advantages of TRON 2.0
1. Achieve high throughput by improving TRON's TPS, which surpasses Bitcoin and Ethereum, to a
practical level in everyday life.
2. Application programs are provided with a variety of ways to deploy on TRON with highly scalable
and highly effective smart contracts. A huge number of users are possible to be supported.
3. More stable network structure, user assets, intrinsic value and a higher level of decentralized
consensus are provided with an improved reward distribution mechanism.
4. In contrast to Ethereum which charges an expensive gas fee, TRON hardly charges transaction
fees, so users can use the blockchain more simply and conveniently.
5. TRON 2.0 has established a diverse ecosystem.
1 ) Establishment of various entertainment ecosystems such as live shows , social networks ,
and online mobile games
2) Building NFT Marketplace Ecosystem
3) Build a dedicated ETF ecosystem
4) Building the DEFI ecosystem

Based on TRON 2.0, the establishment of various ecosystems will proceed more smoothly and a system
that can be based on various services will be established.
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09. Issuance and Distribution

QNN COIN Platform Architecture
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09. Issuance and Distribution

AI SYSETM
QNN uses a reward system called A.I Mining for various users who own QNN Coin. The A.I Mining method is very
different from the existing mining method to reward customers. The A.I system, which has been widely used in
shopping and search engines recently, can establish a very fair and stable reward system that is not manipulated
in the blockchain system. The existing mining method could abuse the system for commercial purposes, but in A.I
Mining, it is difficult to use such a negative method. A.I Mining encourages users to more actively participate in
the QNN ecosystem network and supports sharing with each other. And it provides equal opportunities and
rights for many users who use the community.
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10. Roadmap
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11. Advisor

Professor Ki-Jong Baek
30 years esperience in Gyeongbuk and the Seoul Metropolitan Police Agency investigation dept.
Awarded Okjo Geunjeong Award
Panel specializing in terrestrial, general, and reporting channels for social sectors in TV radio

Former) Professor at Concordia International University.
Former) Adjunct professor of the investigation course at the police station.
Current) Top PIA curriculum advisory professor at Dongguk University Graduate School of Law.
Current) Head of the certified detective research institute.
Current) Research Committee member of the Social Crime Research Institute and expert
member of the Criminal Crime Society

SangYong Lee Lawyer
Graduated from Seoul National University
Passed 32nd Judicial Exam
Georgetown University Law School Master degree
Passed New York State Bar Examination

Former) Seoul District Public Prosecutor's Office prosecutor
Former) Gwangju District Prosecutors' Office Suncheon Branch Offices prosecutor
Current) Law Firm lawyer at Doel

Professor Jae-Hun Cha
Le Cordon Bleu Hospitality MBA graduate at University of South Australia
Master of Business Administration, Sookmyung Women's Univ. Graduate School of Biz
Impressive brand development and corporate brand consulting expert
25 years of experience in CI, BI development, brand development in 22 countries
France Paris Hanbok Museum CI International Competition – Grand Prize Winner
Ministry of Culture and Tourism Hanbok Day Event Emblem Development
- Awarded by the Minister of Culture and Tourism
African Art Museum Character Development
- Awarded by the Korea Character Association Excellent Design Award

Formal) Advisory Committee member of the Ministry of Culture and Tourism
Current) UAUR (United Africa University Rwanda) Professor
Current) QNN24 Brand Advisor
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